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The PowerScore GMAT Sentence Correction Bible is the most comprehensive book available for

the Sentence Correction section of the GMAT. The grammar lessons contained in the Sentence

Correction Bible are representative of the techniques covered in PowerScore's live courses and

have consistently been proven effective for thousands of our students.   The book features and

explains a detailed methodology for attacking all aspects of Sentence Correction questions,

including recognizing errors in parts of speech, the proper way to correct single and multiple errors,

strategies for determining possible errors, and techniques for quickly eliminating answer choices as

you solve the questions. Entire chapters are devoted to potential errors in common parts of speech. 

The following grammar concepts and errors are covered in detail:
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What I liked most about this book over the others on the market is the depth it goes into the subject

matter. Yes, it does cover some basic sentence grammar but I found this a helpful review since

grammar was not taught formally at my school. If English is not your native language, I could see

this being a great help/refresher for you. But this book goes deeper into the subject, allowing the

reader to see the tricks and the pitfalls the GMAT tries to throw at you.The layout of the book makes

it easy to use as a study guide. Unlike some other companies test-prep material, the questions are

original with in-depth explanations and the book offers tips on strategy and typical errors throughout

each section. While some other guides quote and cite extensively from the Official Guide, this book



offers you a fresh perspective with unique practice questions.Overall it is a great book and one that I

highly recommend.

This book really helped me a lot. I have trouble with English and struggle with some grammar

concepts that appear on the GMAT. This book explained them all. Each chapter goes over parts of

speech and is divided by grammar error. I was able to concentrate on the errors that were causing

me the most problems. There are a lot of examples for each error and a problem set to practice

correcting the error. My favorite section provided a list of errors to look for on the test. I saw a lot of

these on my real test and could answer the questions more quickly because I knew the trick. I would

definitely recommend this book.

I found the separation of the specific parts of speech in the 12 chapters allowed for easy reference.

The format is easy to follow and at the end of each segment I felt an increased confidence in my

understanding and retention of the material covered. The book is well written and I can say with

absolute certainity that the knowledge gained was worth the money spent. Buy this book and keep

it!!

If you are looking to overhaul your grammar skills for the GMAT, this book is a good place to start. It

walks you through the errors individually and gives a drill to reinforce recognition of the error in

GMAT questions. However, the book's organization tells you what sort of error you are looking for

(there are even titles of errors for each drill), so you would still need practice identifying the errors

without such cues. The Official Guide would probably be useful AFTER this book, as questions in

that are not marked in any way.

This book saved my GMAT score. I took classes, studied by myself, and struggled with sentence

correction but none of them worked until this book. This book will teach you american english from

the ground up and the book also includes useful practice questions and detailed explanations. The

book really pushes you to think like a GMAT test writer and helps you to spot all the errors. Get this

book for your sentence correction and look at the manhattan GMAT quants for your math.

There are not a lot of books on just SENTENCE CORRECTION, which is why I was attracted to this

book. It was the one area in the verbal portion of the exam I needed work, and this book does a

great job walking you through the basics and putting all the pieces together. This is not a quick



outline book, but a thorough read that will take a good week to master. I am now reading it a second

time to reinforce what I learned. Most other books cover all the verbal, but if you want to really

LEARN this stuff (sentence correction), get this book to fill in the gaps.

Tried many GMAT Verbal books. This one definitely provided the prospective and support

necessary for increasing my verbal score. Would recommend to anyone trying to improve their

GMAT score. I found myself going back to this book to understand incorrect answers from my

practice exams.

I just recently studied for the GMAT and I have seen a lot of various books and by far this one is the

best for increasing your score on sentence correction. It is packed with great examples and is easy

to read and follow. I would recommend this book to anyone studying for the GMAT. A+++++
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